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Editorial/ comment. 

Lunacy in Asia, cowardice in the West 

T he unbelievably violent reactions in the 
past few weeks to the publication of a few 
cartoops in Danish and French newspa

pers satirizing the Prophet Muhanlmed were 
chilling. 

And the excuses all too many major Western 
media outlets have offered, as they've politely 
declined to reprint the cartoons, smack of cow
ardice and hypocrisy. 

There is only one reason those handwringing 
editors refused to reprint the cartoons in ques
tion, while dutifully presenting even the tiniest 
details about the Michael Jackson and O.J. 
Simpson trials. They're terrified that if they do 
so, thugs might start destroying their buildings, 
boycotting their products or jamming their web
sites in retaliation, some or all of which have 
already happened in Denmark and the Near East. 

What's also disturbing is the readiness of all 
too. many, including some Canadian and 
American Jews, to profess their commitments to 
freedom of the press, except when it comes to 
lampooning a religious figure. 

Did they express such concern when Jesus 
Christ and his disciples were satirized· in the 

Monty Python movie, ~'Life of Brian", or when 
God was shown in human form in an episode of 
"The Simpsons"? 

As for many Muslims expressing victimhood 
over non-Muslims' humorous depictions of 
Muhammed, a figure sacred to Islam, what did 
they say when the Taliban destroyed two giant, 
ancient statues of Buddha, a . figure sacred to 

. Buddhists, in Mghanistan five years ago? 
. "Come on, is this really about cartoons?" one 
internet blogger writes about the rioters this 
month in the Near East and beyond. "They're 
rampaging and burning flags. They're looking 
for Europeans to kidnap. 

"They're threatening innkeepers and generally 
raising holy Muslim hell not because of any out
rage over a cartoon. They're outraged because it 
is part of the Islamic jihadist culture to be out
raged. You don't really need a reason. You just 
need an excuse. Wandering around, destroying 
property, murdering children, firing guns into 
the air and feigning outrage over the slightest 
perceived insult is to a jihadist what tailgating is 
to a Steeler's fan." 

We couldn't have said it better, ourselves. 
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Settlers iUJped to· use resistance. in Amona to influence upcoming Israeli election 
But polls still show more moderate Kadima Party i~ lead 

The violent reaction of radical settlers at 
, Amona in the West Bank this month resist

ing the police sent to dismantle the outpost 
signifies two things. First, the settlers are intent 
on not repeating the. "mistakes" of the Gaza dis
engagement, where settlers were said to have not 
resisted hard enough. And second, Israel is firm
lyon the path of withdrawal, reinoving settle-

ments and outposts 
BEHINDTHEI1EADUNES even in the face of 

staunch resistance. 
Though· the . settlers 

By may hope to use their 
actions to influence 
both the upcoming gen
eral election and any 
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. Israeli police clash with protesters during the 
February 1, 2006, evacuation of the illegal 
West Bank settlement outpost of Amona. 
Credit: Avi OhayonlGPO. 

drawals, they are unlikely to have much power in 
either case, for two reasons: One, they simply 
have no popular SUppOIt, and two, they have lit
tle political support. 

. Polling data suggests that the radical settlers 
and religious-Zionists - those who advocate 
violent resistance and argue the state is now the 
enemy of Zionism - have little support in the 
general popUlation. As well, the settler popula
tion itself is composed of many moderates, and 
although they have on the whole been relatively 
silent, their existence indicates that even the set
tlers are not unified in their views. 

Weekly polling data consistently gives 
Kadima, a centrist party when it comes to how to 
deal with the Palestinians and a Palestinian state, 
about 40 seats in the Knesset, and estimate Labor 
will gamer somewhere around 15-17 seats. More 
importantly, Likud - the only political party 
with any shot at serious influence in the Knesset 
that the radical settlers can have any chance of 

. working through - consistently polls less seats· 
even than Labor. A Kadima-Labor coalition gov
ernment is the most likely outcome of the elec
tion. 

Because both parties support further withdraw
al from the West Bank and a Palestinian state, 
the settlers have no possibility of influencing this 
process. Moreover, given the professional and 
successful way the military and police handled 
the Gaza withdrawal, and the bad name the vio
lent actions of some of the settlers brought on 
themselves, the broader population itself will 
support the government's actions. 

Politically, the settlers have no outlet for their 
demands with any real power. The only politi
cian who is likely to support such an agenda, 
even ambiguously and quietly, is Benjamin 
Netanyahu. As prime minister from 1996-1999, 

. he was routinely held prisoner by the far right 
within Likud and among his supporters; this 
forced him to move very slowly - if at all- on 
the peace front with the Palestinians. 

Before Ariel Sharon left Likud and formed 
Kadima, there was infighting within Likud 
between those opposed to disengagement and 
those supporting it. That forced anyone opposing 
Sharon as leader of the party to seek support 

. from the powerful rightist elements that make up 
a significant portion of the Likud Central 
Committee. Netanyahu planted himself among 
these factions; he billed himself as the champion 
of settlements and retaining Eretz Israel, and 
used their support to become leader of the party 
after Sharon left. 

Netanyahu is thus very open to the settlers' 
message, but because of the general trends in the 
population at large and the balance of political 
power that now favors Kadima, there is little he 
will be able to do even if he fully gives in to the 
message of resistance. 

Still, the radical settlers have one card left up 
their sleeve. They are an extremely vocal minor
ity, but the majority opposed to their agenda 
remains silent. Contrary to the daily exhortations 
of the settlers and their supporters, those who 
support further withdrawals and constructive 
Israeli efforts on the peace front do not hold reg
ular mass rallies, force politicians to listen to 
them, or campaign loudly on this issue. If they 
do not make their views known forcefully, Israel 
may end up with a tyranny of the minority. 

The support Kadima has among the population 
is a sign of this silent support, but whether it 
remains enough is unclear. Maybe escalating 
violence on the part of the radicals may trigger a 
forceful response. Meanwhile, the upcoming 
Israeli elections are, as they have been since the 
1990s, about the future meaning of Israel, its 
borders, and its !dentity. Business as usual. 

Brent' E. Sasley is a doctoral candidate in 
Political Science at McGill University, in Middle 
East politics. He can. be reached· at 
brent.sasley@shaw.ca 
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Who's one of Israel's best friends? 
The answer is surprising - Poland 

By TAD TAUBE murdered their Jewish 

SAN FRANCIS- neighbors. And at a 
CO (JTA) - The recent meeting· with 
newly elected Jewish leaders, top 

president of a European advisers to ·the prime 
country, in his first minister stated that the 
interview for that coun- government's policy on 
try's largest newspaper, Jewish and Israeli 
compared himself to issues will remain pos-
Ariel Sharon to explain itive. "We do not 
the policies he intends intend to give in to 
to pursue. His country European political cor-
has troops on the LECH KACZVNSKI, rectness on Israel," one 
ground in Iraq, close new Polish president: of them said. Nor is 
military ties with Israel Compared himself there any talk of loos
and a voting pattern on to Ariel Sharon. ening ties with the 
Middle Eastern issues in the United United States - even if Poland 
Nations that rests halfway between has been called "America's Trojan 
those of the European Union and horse inside of the European 
the United States. Union." 

Over the last 15 years, each of its Therefore it seems that the 
presidents paid state visits to Israel, Kaczynski administration will fol-
reciprocated by his Israeli counter- low in the footsteps of previous 
parts, as have several of its prime post -Communism Polish govern-
ministers and foreign ministers. ments. The first foreign policy 
Israel events at this country's major decision of the new democratic 
universities draw large and positive Polish Parliament in 1989 was to 
audiences, while the rare anti- re-establish diplomatic relations 
Israeli demonstrations are so small with Israel, broken off by Eastern 
they do not even make it to the Bloc countries (excepted Romania) 
local media. And in that European in 1967 on Moscow's orders. 
country, the United States retains Though the Czechs, not the 
its position of "most-liked" in all . Poles, became the first' ex" 
public opinion polls. . Communist nation to· send an 

That country is Poland. ambassador to Tel Aviv, this was 
Ever since the fall· of commu- due to the fallout from a statement 

nism, the country so many Jews by then-prime minister of Israel 
lQve to hate has consistently pur- Yitzhak Shamir, who had said that 
sued a pro-American and pro-Israel "Poles suckle anti-Semitism with 
policy. In fact, this - and eco- their mothers' milk" - hardly an 
nomic liberalism - has been the encouraging gesture. Still, Warsaw 
only consistent feature of Polish was second, after Prague - and in 
politics, with its dizzying swings of the meantime, became a main tran-
public mood. sit point for Soviet Jews leaving 

In the latest about-tum this fall, Russia for ·Israel. The Hungarians 
the Poles voted into office a 'con- backed off after a terrorist attack. 
servative, nationalist and strongly The Poles did not, though terrorist 
pro-Catholic party, with ties to the threats were - and remain -
right. Yet it was that party'syictori- aplenty. 
ous presidential candidate, Lech In 1991, the mustachioed 
Kaczynski, who compared himself Solidarity hero-turned-president 
to Ariel Sharon - probably the - Lech Walesa - made a state 
only European leader ever to do so. visit to Israel, the first ever by a 
. The declarations made by Polish leader, or by the head of a 
Kaczynski - who was to make former Soviet Bloc state. 
his first official state. visit to Addressing the Knesset, he asked 
Washington this month - did not forgiveness for evils committed by 
come out of the blue. Previously, as Poles against Jews in the past, and 
mayor of Warsaw, he was instru- assured Israelis that modem Poland 
mental in the city's decision to allot is a friend they can trust. . 
substantial municipal funds to the . Thereafter, commercial and cul-
building of a Museum of the tural relations boomed (Israeli 
History of Polish Jews in Warsaw, investments in Poland today 
intended to become one of the con- amount to some $2 billion U.S.), 
tinent's largest Jewish museums. youth exchahge followed, and mil-
He also brought about close coop- itary ties came soon after. Today 
eration between the Polish capital the Polish army is buying Israeli 
and Tel Aviv. Spike missiles, while security ser-

As minister of justice in a previ- vices maintain close cooperation. 
ous conservative government, he Tad Taube, a San Francisco busi~ 
decisively pushed for the full dis- nessman born in Poland, is presi-
closure of the World War II-era dent of the Taube Foundation for 
massacre at Jedwabne, where a Jewisl! Life & Culture and of the 
community. of Polish Christians Korel Foundation. 
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Your View 
A random sampling of 
community opinions on current events 

By MARTIN ZEILIG 

Question: "A debate is raging 
about whether some European 
newspapers had the right to pub
lish a series of satirical Danish 
cartoons featuring the· Muslim 
prophet, Muhammed. One of the 
cartoons shows Muhammed wear
ing a turban that has a bomb that's 
about to explode. Do you think 
those newspapers had the right to 
publish those cartoons?" 

Professor Barney Sneiderman, 
University of Manitoba: 
"Of course, they had the fight 

to ·do it (publish the car
toons) because of the principle of 
freedom of expression in the west
ern world. Given the lunatic fringe 
in the Muslim world, why would 
anyone be surprised at the. reac
tion? The cartoons are so mild in 
comparison to the anti-Semitic car
toons that appear in the mainstream 
Arab press that are rightly con1-
pared to cartoons that appeared 
regularly in the. Third Reich. It's a 
meshugenah veldt." 

tYoram, East, j09r~~dist and uni
versity :teacher: 
, 'They have II right to publish 

anything they want as long 
as it's within the framework of the 
law anc;:! constitution in each coun
try. I hope the that the f10Qd of anti
Semitic cartoons in the Arab world 
will be scrutinized the same way as 
the Muhammed car- . 

Brian Etkin, risk management 
consultant and information tech
nology speCialist: 
"There's a difference between 

having a right and good 
judgment and knowing how sensi
tive fundamentalists are about 
these issues. It was inevitable that 
they (the Danish and other newspa
pers) would be lighting the fuse. 
Just as some people are greatly 
offended by certain symbolism of 
the Third Reich, which would get a 
strong reaction from the Jewish 
community (anc~ others) we should 
focus on building peace and not 
trying to destroy it." 

Alan Green, chief rabbi, Shaarey 
Zedek Synagogue: 
"The newspapers have the 

right because freedom of the 
press is a sacred principle in our 
western culture. However, 
Muslims have to react negatively, 
except they haven't yet learned to 
do so non-violently. When Israel is 
similarly pilloried by the world 
press, we respond by holding 
peaceful rallies and writing to. tIle 
media and our elected representa
tives. We should expect similar 
standards· of behaviour, no less, 
from our Muslim brothers and sis
ters." 

The writer is a Jewish Winnipeg 
fi'eelancel: 

toons, . which are four 
months old and were 
published even in Arab 
newspapers until the 
moment that cxpedien

. cy took over. Freedom 

"Israeli women should have the opportunity 
to decide for themselves what they want to 

do' with their lives. They shouldn't have limits 
on how far they can go." of the press is sacred, 

no less than the 10 
commandments." 

Abe Arnold, journal
ist and founder of 
Manitoba Association 
of Rights and 
Liberties, now 
retired: 
"They had the right 

.. to publish, but it 
was not wise to do so. 
This contributes to the 
long conflict between 
Muslims . and the 
Western world, which 
is driven mostly by 
fundamentalist 
Muslims." 

Doreen Plowman, 
peace activist and 
senior citizen: "MY comment is 

'No.' It's· a 
questidn of human 
rights." 

- Tami Amanda Jacoby, a University of 
Manitoba professor, commenting on the contents 
of her recently-published book. See story start
ing at top left of page 1. 

"The Canadian Muslim community is high-
ly differentiated." 

- Susan Davis, executive vice-president of 
Canada's Council for Israel and Jewish 
Advocacy talking about CI.lA's agenda. See 
story on page 3. 

"When my husband asked our rebbe how 
we would manage with our blossom

ing family, the answer was that he would do 
safms, and I would do art." 
- Genya Bulman, a Jewish former Winnipeggel;r-. 
and mother of 10 /lOW painting in Israel. See . 
Myron Love's "People" feature Oll page 8. 

"This is a dream come true." 

- Gray Academy of Jewish Education student 
Emily Rose, in a 'prep talk to her cast, before 
presenting her play, "Radyo" last week at the 
Berney Theatre. See review 011 page 12. . 


